In order to understand the mechanisms underlying plant development, a necessary first step involves the elucidation of the functions of the genes, via the analysis of mutants that exhibit developmental defects. In this study, an activation tagging mutant library harboring 80,650 independent Arabidopsis transformants was generated in order to screen for developmental mutants. 129 mutants manifesting dominant developmental abnormalities were isolated, and their T-DNA insertion loci were mapped. The activation of one or more genes adjacent to a T-DNA insertion locus was confirmed in 8 dominant mutants. A gene adjacent to the right border was usually activated by the 35S enhancers. Interestingly, the transcriptional activation of multiple genes within a broad range was observed in one of the mutants, which raises the possibility that activation by the 35S enhancers was not limited strictly to a single gene. In order to gain a better understanding of sexual reproduction in higher plants, we isolated 22 mutants exhibiting defects in female gametophyte development, and determined their T-DNA insertion loci.
Isolation of 151 mutants that have developmental defects from T-DNA tagging
, one of the pursuant goals has been the elucidation of the functions of all the genes in the Arabidopsis genome, and the acquisition of a greater understanding of the mechanisms underlying the development of the plant . Among the variety of approaches to the achievement of this goal, the most straightforward way to identify gene function is to isolate a mutant with a specific, inactivated gene, to analyze its phenotype, and then to infer the role of the gene under normal conditions. To date, many groups have generated Arabidopsis loss-of-function mutant populations on a large scale, and have identified genes that perform important functions in plant development (Ostergaard and Yanofsky 2004) .
The classical loss-of-function approach tends to be limiting. This is because the absence of a visible phenotype can restrict the identification of such mutants. This problem becomes more salient when two or more redundant genes perform certain functions (Liljegren et al. 2000) or when a mutation induces early embryonic lethality (Naoi and Hashimoto 2004 ). An additional hindrance is that not all genes within the Arabidopsis genome have thus far been tagged, despite the tremendous efforts made to generate large-scale mutant populations. These unsaturated genetic resources prove problematic when a class of genes, which are not predicted by conventional methods but play important roles in plant development, are identified at a later date, as occurred in the discovery of microRNAs (Moss 2002) .
One of the most frequently applied strategies for the circumvention of the problems inherent to the classical loss-of-function approach is activation tagging (Weigel et al. 2000) , which screens for dominant gain-of-function phenotypes. In addition to its conventional advantages, activation tagging has proven especially useful in the isolation of genes that play roles in plant development. For example, an unforeseen class of genes, such as microRNAs, which play fundamental roles in plant development were identified via activation tagging (Palatnik et al. 2003) . Activation tagging is also useful for the discovery of the functions of genes that play dual functions in both early embryonic and adult stages (Marsch-Martinez et al. 2002) . In the Arabidopsis genome, approximately 1,200 genes have been theorized to be essential in early development (Vizir et al. 1994) . As these essential genes often function in adult stages, viable mutants of such essential genes can be isolated via activation tagging.
Taken together, although the generation of an activation tagging population requires a great deal of effort and time, this population may constitute a comprehensive genetic resource for the study of gene functions in plant development , Perrella et al. 2006 , Schneider et al. 2005 , Seki et al. 2005 , Tani et al. 2004 ).
The female gametophyte, the structure which generates the egg cell and the central cell (Drews and Yadegari 2002) , performs critical functions in sexual reproduction, as sexual reproduction provides a highly selective evolutionary advantage to plants (Charlesworth and Charlesworth 1979) . The female gametophyte is also the structure that originates the seed's embryo and endosperm. The female gametophyte mediates a number of reproductive processes, including pollen tube guidance, fertilization, and the induction of seed development (Drews and Yadegari 2002) .
Although several important genes, including DEMETER (DME) and FERTILIZATION INDEPENDENT ENDOSPERM (FIE) have been identified as important regulators of female gametophyte development (Yadegari and Drews 2004) , more genes must be isolated in order to determine the precise mechanism underlying the development of the female gametophyte.
In this study, 80,650 activation tagging mutants were generated in order to screen for developmental mutants. We isolated 151 mutants that showed developmental abnormalities, including 22 mutants that were defective in female gametophyte development, and determined the T-DNA insertion sites of 5,361 of the mutants. We confirmed the activation of a gene(s) adjacent to the 35S enhancers in 8 dominant mutants. The information was integrated in a database in order to study plant development systematically. We propose that this mutant population might prove useful in the isolation of genes relevant to plant development.
Results

Generation of an activation tagging mutant library
A total of 80,650 activation-tagged plants were generated in this study. The estimated number of T-DNAs in our mutant library was 1.2 copies per line (Supplementary Figure 1) . These plants were screened to determine whether or not they manifested developmental defects in the T 1 generation. During phenotypical screening, the co-segregation of dominant phenotypes with BASTA resistance was monitored. 
Amplification of sequences flanking T-DNA insertion loci and sequence determination
Approximately 62% of the lines processed in this study generated visible PCR products from TAIL-PCR, using DEG1 primer (Fig. 1A) . Multiple PCR products were observed in 15% of mutants in which TAIL-PCR generated PCR products, thereby suggesting that these mutants may harbor multiple T-DNA insertions. For those that did not yield amplified products, TAIL-PCR using DEG2 primer was conducted; however, the majority of these again failed to generate PCR products. Only 44% of the starting mutants generated readable sequencing results. However, the pSKI015 vector sequences alone were retrieved from a small number of mutants, which may be the result of an incomplete removal of the oligonucleotides used in TAIL-PCR. After discarding these false-positives, we determined that the ratio of identifying T-DNA insertion loci was approximately 41%.
We obtained information regarding multiple insertion loci from a single sequencing run which produced overlapping sequencing peaks (Fig. 1B) , as was previously shown (Sessions et al. 2002) . These overlapping peaks likely appeared because we conducted TAIL-PCR without purifying individual amplified bands. These mutants that generated overlapping sequencing peaks were considered to harbor more than one insertion, which is consistent with the observation that 14% of mutants in our library had been predicted to harbor multiple insertions (Supplementary Table 1 ). For example, in the RN10846 mutant, two products, with sizes of 160 and 450 bp (designated fragments A and B, respectively), were amplified. The amplitudes of the peaks from fragment A were higher, possibly due to that small bands were more effectively amplified, and showed predominating signals at the beginning of a sequencing run (Fig. 1B) . These dominant peaks yielded information regarding an insertion locus in the MDH9 BAC clone. After the termination of a sequencing reaction with fragment A, peaks from fragment B were apparent, albeit weak, such that another insertion locus in the T12P18 BAC clone was identified. Multiple insertions from these chimeric sequences were further confirmed via the manual reading of minor peaks (5'-CGnGCTAATTGnCnnnnATAnTAGCnnGTATAC-3') which had been masked by the prominent signals from fragment A (Fig. 1C) .
Mapping T-DNA insertion loci
The T-DNA insertion loci of 5,361 mutants were determined. Among 5,361
lines, the insertion sites of 4,028 randomly selected insertions were mapped on Arabidopsis chromosomes (Fig. 2) (Ruepp et al. 2004) .
Mutants that exhibited developmental defects were identified in this study
Of 80,650 mutants, 431 mutants that showed dominant developmental abnormalities were isolated in the T 1 generation (Table 1 ). This indicates that approximately 0.5% of our activation-tagged mutants exhibited dominant phenotypes, slightly lower than the average frequency at which gain-of-function mutants are detected (Weigel et al. 2000) . This low frequency may be attributable to the silencing of the 35S enhancers (Chalfun-Junior et al. 2003) . Among 431 mutants, predicted T-DNA insertion loci were determined in 129 of the mutants (Supplementary Table 3 ).
Confirmation of activation of a gene adjacent to a T-DNA insertion
In order to identify a gene responsible for the dominant phenotype, the expression levels of genes adjacent to a T-DNA were determined. Eight mutants in which an upregulated gene(s) was identified are shown in Fig. 3 . Phenotypes observed in these mutants were segregated as a dominant trait into the T 2 generation (Supplementary Table 4 ), which suggests that the phenotypes were probably the result of an upregulation of a gene in each line. To facilitate discussion, genes closest to the LB and the RB are indicated by Gene L1 and Gene R1, respectively. The second-closest genes to the RB are similarly designated as Gene R2.
The S17-026 mutant showed increased apical dominance and epinastic leaves ( Fig. 3A) , characteristics which are similar to those of mutants defective in auxin biosynthesis (Zhao et al. 2001) . The expression level of Gene R1 was enhanced in this mutant, whereas Gene L1 expression was not affected, suggesting that Gene R1 is responsible for its phenotype. Accelerated flowering was observed in the K35731 mutant ( Fig. 3B ). The K35731 mutant flowered with 6.7 leaves and 6.8 leaves under long-day and short-day conditions, respectively, which suggests that this early flowering phenotype occurred independently of the photoperiod. This mutant also showed upregulation of Gene R1. Early flowering phenotype and terminal flower formation were observed in the KSNU3 mutant (Fig. 3C ). This mutant also manifested the same flowering time under both long-day and short-day conditions (4.5 leaves versus 4.7 leaves), thereby suggesting that the activation of Gene R1 in the KSNU3 mutant resulted in photoperiod insensitivity. Serrated leaves and retarded growth were observed in the S6-003 line, in which Gene R1 upregulation was detected (Fig. 3D ). In addition to the leaf shape, spongy parenchymal cell layers were absent in the S6-003 mutant (data not shown), which indicates that the upregulation of Gene R1 primarily affects leaf development. A long petiole and hyponasty were observed in the RN13443 mutant ( Fig.   3E ), which represents a phenotype typically observed during shade avoidance (Pierik et al. 2004) , with the exception of stem elongation. Gene R1 expression was upregulated, whereas the expression of Gene L1 was not affected by the 35S enhancers. Short stature and clustered leaves were the main phenotypes observed in the S10-004 mutant ( Fig.   3F ), which phenocopied the brassinosteroid mutants (Friedrichsen et al. 2000) . This distinct phenotype was rescued via brassinolide treatment (Supplementary Figure 1) .
Furthermore, this mutant proved to be sensitive to exogenous brassinazole, thereby suggesting that an unidentified gene in the S10-004 mutant dominantly inhibits brassinosteroid signaling. Interestingly, expressions of Genes L1 and R1 were upregulated in this mutant. Severe fasciation in the stem and clustered flowers was observed in the S27-001 mutant (Fig. 3G ), which was a phenocopy of Meristem enlargment1 (MEN1), a dominant mutant of miR166a (Kim et al. 2005) . Indeed, we determined that the expression of miR166a was upregulated in this mutant (data not shown). Interestingly, Gene L1 expression was also enhanced in the S27-001 mutant.
This result, along with those obtained with the S10-004 mutant (Fig. 3F) , raised the possibility that transcriptional enhancement by the 35S enhancers may not be strictly limited to Gene R1. Shortened petioles were observed in the RN23916 mutant (Fig. 3H ).
This phenotype became more apparent in older leaves, suggesting that petiole elongation is inhibited or that leaf blade formation occurs at the petiole region late in leaf development. Interestingly, Gene L1 and R1 expression appeared to be unaffected; however, the expression of Gene R2 was enhanced by the 35S enhancers, thereby
suggesting that the 35S enhancers may remotely activate the expression of a gene without affecting Gene R1 expression.
Collectively, of 8 analyzed mutants, 7 mutants showed Gene R1 upregulation.
This suggests that Gene R1 is generally responsible for the dominant phenotype observed in an activation tagging mutant. To confirm this notion, we expressed Genes R1 of S17-026 and K35731 mutants under the control of the 35S promoter. Indeed, the overexpression of Gene R1 of S17-026 and K35731 mutants was sufficient to recapitulate the original phenotypes ( Supplementary Figure 2) , suggesting that Gene R1
is responsible for the dominant phenotype.
Transcriptional activation of multiple genes by the 35S enhancers
In order to test the range of transcriptional activation by the 35S enhancers, the genomic responses of activation were monitored via microarray analysis. A mutant that showed dominant early flowering, K35731 (Fig. 3C ), was selected for this experiment.
The results showed that the RNA abundance of 1,273 genes was elevated by more than two-fold in the K35731 mutant. Interestingly, of 1,273 genes, 32 genes were localized in a 984 kb region which contained 244 genes adjacent to the RB of a T-DNA (Fig. 4A ).
It appeared that up-regulated and down-regulated genes appeared to randomly distribute outside of this 984 kb region. A close examination indicated that among 244 genes within the 984 kb region, 201 genes were upregulated to variable extents, whereas only 6 genes were downregulated by more than two-fold.
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The upregulation of genes that located remotely from a T-DNA insertion site within the 984 kb region was verified via RT-PCR (Fig. 4B) . We monitored the expression levels of 7 randomly selected genes within the 984 kb region. Among 7 genes, 6 genes displayed increased mRNA abundance, although the extent of upregulation varied substantially. Particularly, increased expression levels of At2g43610 and At2g43100, which located 720 and 890 kb away from a T-DNA insertion, respectively, were observed. This indicates that the 35S enhancers might affect gene expression within a broad region. This further suggests that any gene within the affected region, not simply a gene adjacent to the RB, may be a candidate for the dominant phenotype observed in an activation tagging line.
Female gametophytic mutants were identified in this study
A total of 111 mutants that manifested aberrant embryo sac formation during gametophytic development were isolated in the T 1 generation. Among 111 putative mutants, we determined that female gametophytic mutant phenotypes were stably inherited into the next generation in 22 of the mutants. The T-DNA insertion loci of these 22 mutants were then determined (Table 2 ). These mutants were classified into three groups on the basis of the number of visible nuclei in the female gametophytes.
First, mutants harboring embryos possessing 1-nucleate female gametophytes were assigned to Group FA. These mutants were considered to have been arrested in stage FG1 (Drews and Yadegari 2002) . For example, in the S25-9 mutant, only one nucleus was visible in 50% of the ovules (Fig. 5A ) and subsequent mitosis from the nucleus did not occur, whereas other embryos in the same silique developed into subsequent stages.
Two T-DNA insertions were identified in a promoter region of the defensin-like family 14 protein (At5g16453) (Silverstein et al. 2005) and an intergenic region between At2g29120 and At2g29125. Second, mutants that showed 2-4 nucleate female gametophytes without further cellularization, or that exhibited abnormal nuclei positions were classified into Group FB. These mutants were considered to have been arrested in stages FG2 to FG4. One example of this was the S27-11 mutant, in which a T-DNA was inserted into the coding region of a myosin XI-B (At1g04160) (Hashimoto et al. 2005) ( Fig. 5B) . Third, mutants that showed unfused polar nuclei and, thus, failed to generate a secondary endosperm nucleus (2n), were categorized into Group FC. One example of this was the S29-23 mutant, in which a T-DNA insertion had been predicted within the coding region of the translation initiation factor 3 family protein (At1g34360) (Fig. 5C ).
Discussion
We have isolated 151 mutants that showed developmental defects from 80,650 activation tagged mutants. We used TAIL-PCR to identify flanking sequences of TDNAs and determined T-DNA insertion loci of 5,361 mutants. Although multiple insertions were identified efficiently from a single sequencing run, some of these results were adjudged to represent false-positives. One possible explanation for this is that the incomplete removal of oligonucleotides may induce false-positives. An alternative explanation is that the chimeric results are resultant from template-switching, which is induced by Taq polymerase (Paabo et al. 1990 ). This template-switching is, however, less likely in our library, as the flanking sequences of a second insertion were recognized from lower-amplitude peaks masked by higher-amplitude peaks.
It appeared that integration into the plant genome was not completely random, thereby giving rise to regions that contain high number of T-DNA insertion. These 'hot spot' regions in our library were, interestingly, different from those reported previously , Sessions et al. 2002 , Szabados et al. 2002 . For example, the q arm ends of chromosomes 1 and 2, which were identified as hot spot regions in the SAIL line (Sessions et al. 2002) did not harbor an unusually high number of insertions in our library. This discrepancy may be attributed to the different levels of euchromatin content in the plants used for infiltration (Wu et al. 2002) , or to differences in the favored integration sites of Agrobacterium strains, probably depending on differences in the vir gene products (Gelvin 2000) .
The 35S enhancers may activate multiple genes within a broad range
We have shown that transcriptions of multiple genes were activated by the 35S enhancers in K35731 mutants (Fig. 4) . Two possible explanations exist for this multiple gene activation. First, multiple activation may result from the scanning action of an activator bound to the 35S enhancers, such that an activator tracks the genomic region, inducing transcriptional enhancement of the genes scanned, until it encounters the insulator (Bell and Felsenfeld 1999) . Secondly, the activation of multiple genes may be induced by a change in chromatin structure. When inserted into the plant genome, 35S
enhancers may induce structural changes around a T-DNA insertion site, thereby releasing the repression of the genes within the region. This notion is consistent with the finding that the enhancer may function, at least in part, to counteract repression induced by chromatin-associated proteins (Kamakaka et al. 1993) . Nonetheless, as the transcriptional activation of multiple genes was observed in a single experiment, more data should be accumulated in order to elucidate the mode of action of the 35S enhancers in activation tagging screens.
It should be also noted that the upregulation of genes by the 35S enhancers in the K35731 mutant were detected only on the RB-side. This is interesting, considering that general enhancers are known to act independently of orientation. If the activation of multiple genes can be explained by the scanning hypothesis, the finding that activation occurs only on the RB side bears further examination. Further analysis will also be required to determine precisely the manner in which the 35S enhancers function in activation tagging mutants.
Female gametophytic mutants in our library
Among 22 mutants the mutant phenotypes of which had been inherited in the T 2 generation, T-DNA insertions appeared to disrupt gene structures in 11 mutants. This high rate of T-DNA insertion within the coding region raised the possibility that the female gametophytic phenotypes we observed may have been induced by the loss-offunction of a gene. This notion is bolstered by the observation that dominant embryo lethal mutations cannot be maintained without the involvement of an inducible expression system (Fitzmaurice et al. 2002) . Indeed, in one of female gametophyte mutants isolated in this study, S31-19, we found that a T-DNA was inserted in the coding region of At3g46740, whose loss-of-function was previously identified as embryo-lethal (Baldwin et al. 2005 ). At3g46740 encodes Toc75-III, which serves as a protein translocation channel at the outer envelope membrane of plastids. It was shown that embryos of homozygous atToc75-III knockout mutants aborted at the two-cell stage with additional defects in the suspensor and the free nuclear endosperm. Lethality observed in S31-19 and atToc75-III mutants suggested that the translocation channel protein plays a critical role in the protein import mechanism in the plant. In addition, these data suggested that our screening strategy using the criteria of the number of visible nuclei and segregation distortion may prove successful to identify embryo-lethal genes on a large scale, as previously suggested (Christensen et al. 1998 ).
However, it should be noted that some of the female gametophytic mutants identified in this study may have been false-positives. For example, although the Group FA mutants were considered to have been arrested in stage FG1, it remains possible that the arrested phenotype at the 1-nucleate stage might have resulted from defects in mitosis, cell cycle regulation, or developmental control (Christensen et al. 1998 ).
Mutants showing defective nucleolar division or mutants manifesting abnormal nucleolar fusion can also result in false-positives, or can bias our classification system.
Finally, mutants showing asynchronous development might alter our identification scheme, considering that female gametogenesis is largely synchronous in wild-type
Arabidopsis plants (Christensen et al. 1997) .
Applications and limitations of this study
In addition to the mutant screening performed in this study, our activation tagging library may prove useful in several contexts. First, our mutant population can be used to screen for conditional mutants that do not, under normal conditions, display a mutant phenotype. Indeed, a conditional mutant that is stress-resistant and a mutant that is insensitive to methyl jasmonate were identified in our library (K.H. Paek and Y.D.
Choi, personal communication). Secondly, our mutant population can be used for reverse genetic protocols. Since T-DNA insertion loci were mapped and the information of genes adjacent to a T-DNA insertion were integrated into a database, one can search for mutants of interest via examinations of specific genes of interest. Thirdly, the investigation of mutants shown to be defective in female gametophyte development might add to our understanding of seed development, and might also eventually bolster our knowledge of apomixes, an important process related to increased food production (Bicknell and Koltunow 2004 ).
Although we demonstrated that activation tagging may prove useful in the identification of developmental mutants, it should be noted that activation tagging is not sufficient for the successful identification of certain mutants. This limitation becomes apparent when the overexpression of a gene induced lethality or developmental arrest.
For example, an early lethal phenotype was observed in plants constitutively expressing Arabidopsis cleavage and polyadenylation specificity factor (AtCPSF73-I), which plays a role in mRNA 3'-end processing (Xu et al. 2006) . Arrest of growth in the shoot apical meristem was observed in transgenic plants overexpressing CLAVATA3/ESR (CLE) (Strabala et al. 2006) . Therefore, it appears likely that these genes cannot be identified via activation tagging, as no viable mutants can be obtained from the overexpression of these genes. A possible alternative method that can be used to overcome such problems involves the use of an inducible gene expression system employing dexamethasone (DEX) or ethanol (Aoyama and Chua 1997, Roslan et al. 2001) . In spite of the fact that the overexpression of the gene induced lethality or growth arrest, viable mutants can be maintained unless the genes are activated. Indeed, these conditional expression systems can be used to successfully identify mutants which cannot be readily identified by activation tagging (Deveaux et al. 2003) , which suggests that a genetic screening technique using the inducible system may serve to complement activation tagging.
In conclusion, we have applied activation tagging strategy in this study, in an attempt to isolate mutants that displayed developmental defects. Mutants manifesting dominant developmental abnormalities and female gametophytic mutants were isolated.
Our mutant library adds more mutants to the previously generated and currently available mutant reservoirs (Howden et al. 1998 , Marsch-Martinez et al. 2002 , Matzk et al. 2000 , Pagnussat et al. 2005 , Tzafrir et al. 2003 , Weigel et al. 2000 , and may prove useful in the isolation of genes that play roles in plant development.
Materials and methods
Generation of an activation tagging mutant population
Wild-type Arabidopsis plants (ecotype Columbia), grown under long-day conditions (16h:8h light:dark) at 23°C, were employed for plant transformation.
pSKI015, an activation tagging vector (Weigel et al. 2000) , was introduced into A.
tumefaciens strain GV3101 (pMP90RK) for infiltration. Transgenic plants were selected for herbicide (ammonium glufosinate) resistance. Seeds harvested from individual mutants and seeds pooled from 100 mutants or 1,000 mutants were then deposited in the stock center of the Crop Functional Genomics Center (http://cfgc.snu.ac.kr/english/index.html).
Sequence analysis
Sequences flanking T-DNA insertion loci were amplified using a modified Thermal Asymmetric Interlaced (TAIL)-PCR (Liu and Whittier 1995) . Genomic DNA was prepared from the crude extracts using Plant DNeasy 96 DNA Extraction kits (Qiagen, Germany), in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions. TAIL-PCR was conducted using DEG1 primer (5'-WGCNAGTNAGWANAAG-3'); however, for those that did not yield amplified products with DEG1 primer, DEG2 primer (5'-AWGCANGNCWGANATA-3') was employed in order to amplify the flanking sequences. To improve sequencing efficiency, these amplified fragments were sequenced directly without the gel-purification of individual bands, after the removal of contaminating oligonucleotides and dNTPs (Nilsen et al. 2001) . AtLB4 (5'-GTAGATTTCCCGGACATGAA-3'), another nested primer located closer to the LB, was employed as a sequencing primer. Sequencing results that did not harbor a T-DNA/Arabidopsis genomic DNA junction, or that contained less than 30 bp of Arabidopsis genomic sequences were discarded in an effort to augment accuracy. When nearly identical integration sites were identified from mutants that were processed in a batch, such results were considered evidence of cross-contamination and thus discarded. 
Expression analysis
Either semi-quantitative RT-PCR or northern hybridization was employed in order to determine whether the expression of a gene adjacent to a T-DNA insertion site had been upregulated. Either Actin or the UBQ10 gene was used as a positive control.
For a microarray analysis, Affymetrix ATH1 GeneChips were used. Total RNA was extracted using an RNeasy plant kit (Qiagen, Germany), from ten-day-old Arabidopsis seedlings grown under long-day conditions at 23 °C. The expression data acquired were then analyzed via GeneSpring software (Silicon Genetics, Redwood, CA).
Mutant screen to identify female gametophyte mutants
Maturing ovules in a silique of a plant in the T 1 generation prior to desiccation were manually opened and examined. Two screening methods were utilized in the identification of the female gametophytic mutants. Firstly, putative mutants, in which approximately 50% of ovules were white in the maturing siliques and thus failed to set seeds, were collected. Secondly, heterozygous female gametophytic mutations were confirmed via determinations of whether they demonstrated an altered segregation ratio for BASTA resistance when self-pollinated. Only those mutants that yielded progeny in a 1:1 ratio (BASTA resistant: BASTA sensitive) were collected. Otherwise, mutants
showing 3:1 (BASTA resistant: BASTA sensitive) ratios were considered to be sporophytic mutations and were, therefore, discarded. Mutants were classified in accordance with the numbers of visible nuclei in the female gametophytes (Drews and Yadegari 2002) . Note that these manually read sequences also hit the BAC clone T12P18 sequences.
Identical sequences are indicated by colons. 
